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Dear Sarah,

I'm delighted to announce that Kelly Jin, the chief analytics officer of the City of
New York and head of the Mayor's Office of Data Analytics, will join Knight next
month as vice president of community and national initiatives.

Kelly has served as a program director at the Arnold Foundation, advised the
U.S. chief technology officer, and built the City of Boston's analytics team. She
will be leading our talented CNI team in our work to foster informed and
engaged communities and advance the utilization of digital technology and data
for public good.

Kelly has experience in both the public and private sectors and deep
understanding of policy and strategy for federal, state and local governments.
Her New York City team focuses on delivering insights for a more equitable and
efficient city. It has been instrumental in coordinating data sharing among
community, non-profit and private organizations to aid the city's COVID-19
response and recovery efforts. You can read more here. 

Knight's CNI program includes local offices in eight communities around the
country where the Knight brothers once published newspapers. Knight works
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through community foundations in 18 other communities, and has national
programs focusing on public spaces and smart cities.

Alberto Ibargüen
President
Knight Foundation
@ibarguen
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